
To understand the proposed WIDSWAP platform, we 
need to take a look at the current state of trading on 
some DEX exchanges. Most tokens trade within 
given price ranges on the familiar decentralized 
exchanges, which implies thats users  provide 
liquidity evenly along all of the markets’ price curves, 
resulting in capital inefficiency. WIDSWAP seeks to 

ROADMAP
The World Inu Dog swap Exchange, WIDSWAP will 
launch on 13th Nonvember 2022. We will be 
fundraising for this through WID token sell. The WID 
token will be the operational fuel and native asset of 
the WIDSWAP platform. The liquidity pool on 
WIDSWAP will be designed in a way that incentivizes 
crypto liquidity providers to stake their assets in 
various pools and also to encourage listing and 
trading . The WID token will be optimized  for earning 
a share of the trading fees and other various staking 
rewards. When a user supplies a pool with liquidity 
on WIDSWAP, the provider is rewarded with WID 
liquidity provider tokens. This WID tokens are 
valuable assets and shall be deployed as NFTs to 
allow for robustness in spread earnings and shall be 
used in its own right as a valuable investment assets 
throughout the WIDSWAP ecosystem and beyond. 

Crypto liquidity providers will receive WID tokens in 
proportion to the amount of liquidity they have 
supplied to the pool. When a pool facilitates a trade 
on WIDSWAP, a fractional fee is proportionally 
distributed amongst the WID token holders. For the 
liquidity provider to get back the liquidity they 
contributed (in addition to accrued fees from their 
portion), their WID tokens will then be redeemed 
through the usual process of removal of liquidity. 
WIDSWAP promises to be a highly advanced version 
of a DEX, building in recent inovations in DEFI 
technology built on the Ethereum blockchain.
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address this situation by providing what we describe 
as “embodied liquidity”,  which is a built-in dynamic 
algorithm that provides pools with the flexibility to 
supply liquidity within specific price ranges. 

Segregation  of price range to provide liquidity will be 
the strength of the WIDSWAP platform. Hence, 
efficiency of allocation of capital resources is 
achieved at optimal liquidity range notation towards 
earning of highest trading fees. This will also  ensure 
optimal operations in execution of trades while 
constantly maintaining a portfolio embodied platform 
that is heavily exposed to investors chosen assets  
while also mitigating downside price risks. As 
mentioned earlier, the WIDSWAP platform will 
incorporate the element of NFT which will be 
innovative. This concept will be built around the WID 
token element as the store of value of the investor’s 
liquidity position, as a against traditional concept of 
using basic fungible token!

WID

The World Inu Dog project will develop its own 
Metaverse, called the WIDVERSE where  developers  in 
the crypto space  can own and build a business and 
establish their own legacy of wealth creation, 
consolidation and transfer.

The WIDVERSE virtual world will afford users the 
opportunity to create and play games, to own property, 
to buy and sell digital assets, going or vacation, create a 
unique country with the usual government  organs,  with 
its own president and citizens, and go on a safari and 
partake  on virtual adventure like scaling Mount Everest, 
deep diving the ocean and even breeding digital animals 
and developing their on unique NFTs which can then be 
sold on the WIDSWAP. The experience, like never 
before will  encompass different aspects of social media, 
online gaming, augmented reality (AR), virtual reality 
(VR), and digital currencies. 

The WIDVERSE
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People will be able to use the WIDVERSE digital 
space to interact in ways that will enhance user 
experience, and create a habitat of wealth tools 
and capabilities for the investor. The WID coins will 
be the central  part of the WIDVERSE, where 
people can live, work, and play in the digital world. 
The project aims to build a unique experience, 
where every individual can create their own virtual 
world and live, fulfill their own desires for 
excitement and wealth! WIDVERSE is the  next 
ecosystem  of the internet and  online 3D virtual 
environments, accessible via virtual-reality 
headset, augmented-reality glasses, smartphones, 
PCs, and game consoles. The WIDVERSE wil 
enter into partnership with vendors to produce its 
own special effect gaming consoles and headsets 
for enhancing the experience of users on the 
WIDVERSE.
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